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The multiple-recursive matrix method is a general linear method for the genera-
tion of uniform pseudorandom numbers and vectors which was introduced and
studied in earlier papers of the author. In this paper we improve on various bounds
in this method by using information on s-splitting subspaces of finite fields.  1996
Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
The multiple-recursive matrix method for the generation of (uniform)
pseudorandom numbers and vectors was introduced by the author in [8]
and studied in detail in [9, 10]. It is a method based on linear vector
recursions over finite fields which generalizes several classical methods,
such as the multiplicative linear congruential method (with prime modulus),
the multiple-recursive congruential method, and the GFSR method, and
provides a unified framework for studying many linear methods for pseudo-
random number and vector generation. We refer to the survey articles of
L’Ecuyer [3] and Niederreiter [11] and to the books of Knuth [2], Nieder-
reiter [7], and Tezuka [13] for a general background on pseudorandom
numbers and vectors.
Throughout this paper we denote by Fr the finite field of order r, where
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r is a prime power, and by F*r the set of nonzero elements of Fr . We recall
the definition of the multiple-recursive matrix method from [8]. Let p be a
prime and let k and m be positive integers. Let A0 , A1 , . . . , Ak21 be
m 3 m matrices over Fp , where A0 is assumed to be nonsingular. We
generate a sequence z0 , z1 , . . . of row vectors from Fmp by choosing initial




zn1hAh for n 5 0, 1, . . . . (1)
For the sake of easier reference, we call such a sequence z0 , z1 , . . . a (kth-
order) recursive vector sequence (in Fmp ). The sequence z0 , z1 , . . . is peri-
odic, and from the fact that A0 is nonsingular it follows that it is even purely
periodic. As shown in [8], we always have per(zn) # pkm 2 1, where for a
purely periodic sequence u0 , u1 , . . . of elements of an arbitrary set we
write per(un) for its least period length.
We now describe how to derive pseudorandom numbers from a recursive
vector sequence z0 , z1 , . . . generated by (1). Let
zn 5 (z(1)n , . . . , z(m)n ) [ Fmp for n 5 0, 1, . . . , (2)
where the coordinates z(j)n [ Fp are identified with integers from the set
Zp 5 h0, 1, . . . , p 2 1j. Then we define the pseudorandom numbers
xn 5 Om
j51
z( j)n p2j [ [0, 1) for n 5 0, 1, . . . (3)
generated by the multiple-recursive matrix method. It is clear that
per(xn) 5 per(zn).
To obtain pseudorandom vectors, we again take a recursive vector se-
quence z0 , z1 , . . . generated by (1) and we again identify Fp with Zp . Then




zn [ [0, 1)m for n 5 0, 1, . . . (4)
generated by the multiple-recursive matrix method. We obviously have
per(un) 5 per(zn).
The main interest is in the case where the kth-order recursive vector
sequence z0 , z1, . . . in Fmp has the maximum period per(zn) 5 pkm 2 1 for
given p, k, and m. The following criterion was shown in [9, Theorem 2].
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LEMMA 1. Let
zn 5 (z(1)n , . . . , z(m)n ) [ Fmp for n 5 0, 1, . . .
be an arbitrary sequence of elements of Fmp . Then this sequence is a kth-
order recursive vector sequence with per(zn) 5 pkm 2 1 if and only if
z( j)n 5 Tr(bjsn) for 1 # j # m and n $ 0,
where s is a primitive element of Fq and the km elements s i21bj , 1 # i #k,
1 # j # m, of Fq are linearly independent over Fp . Here q 5 pkm and Tr is
the trace function from Fq to Fp .
More generally, if Fr is an arbitrary finite field and Fq is the extension
field with q 5 rkm, then for s [ F*q we denote by B(r, k, m, s) the set of
all m-tuples (b1 , . . . , bm) [ Fmq with the property that the km elements
s i21bj , 1 # i # k, 1 # j # m, are linearly independent over Fr . The following
is a closely related concept (see [9, Definition 1; 10, Definition 1]): for
s [ F*q an m-dimensional Fr-linear subspace V of Fq is called a s-splitting





Clearly, we have (b1 , . . . , bm) [ B(r, k, m, s) if and only if b1 , . . . ,
bm form a basis of a s-splitting subspace of Fq/Fr .
We can now describe the main aim of this paper. Note that in view of
Lemma 1 and the discussion above, a kth-order recursive vector sequence
z0 , z1 , . . . in Fmp with per(zn) 5 pkm 2 1 is determined by a primitive
element s of Fq with q 5 pkm and an m-dimensional s-splitting subspace
of Fq/Fp . The results in [9, 10] on the quality of pseudorandom numbers
and vectors generated by the multiple-recursive matrix method operate in
a setting where the s-splitting subspace is fixed, and these results are far
from optimal. In this paper we show that if we vary the s-splitting subspace
or, in other words, if we pick a ‘‘good’’ s-splitting subspace, then we can
get results that are nearly best possible. This completes a task posed by
the author in [10, Section 6]. We remark that a brief announcement (without
proofs) of the results of the present paper is contained in [12]. Section 2
below presents the results for pseudorandom numbers and Section 3 those
for pseudorandom vectors.
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2. RESULTS FOR PSEUDORANDOM NUMBERS
Let the set B(r, k, m, s) be as in Section 1. The following lemma
establishes a lower bound on the cardinality of B(r, k, m, s) which is crucial
in later proofs.
LEMMA 2. Let r be a prime power, let k and m be positive integers, and
put q 5 rkm. Let s [ F*q be such that the elements s i21, 1 # i # k, are
linearly independent over Fr . Then
uB(r, k, m, s)u $ (r 2 2)q 1 1
r 2 1
qm21.
Proof. Fix r, k, m, and s and write B :5 B(r, k, m, s). For a nonzero
km-tuple a 5 (a(1)1 , . . . , a(1)m , . . . , a(k)1 , . . . , a(k)m ) [ Fkmr consider those





a(i)j s i21bj 5 0. (5)
This can be written in the form
Om
j51
ajbj 5 0 (6)
with aj 5 o
k
i51 a(i)j s i21 for 1 # j # m. Since the s i21, 1 # i # k, are linearly
independent over Fr , not all aj are 0. It follows that the number of (b1 ,
. . . , bm) [ Fmq satisfying (6), and thus (5), is qm21. We observe also that
when one considers linear dependence relations of the form (5), it suffices
to take precisely one among the nonzero scalar multiples of a km-tuple
a [ Fkmr . Therefore, there are at most ((q 2 1)/(r 2 1))qm21
m-tuples (b1 , . . . , bm) [ Fmq that are not in B. Hence
uBu $ qm 2 q 2 1
r 2 1
qm21 5
(r 2 2)q 1 1
r 2 1
qm21. n
COROLLARY 1. Let r be a prime power, let k and m be positive integers,
and let s [ F*q with q 5 rkm. Then there exists an m-dimensional s-splitting
subspace of Fq/Fr if and only if the elements s i21, 1 # i # k, are linearly
independent over Fr , i.e., if and only if the degree of s over Fr is at least k.
Proof. The necessity is trivial and the sufficiency follows from the conse-
quence uB(r, k, m, s)u . 0 of Lemma 2. n
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We now turn our attention to the sequences x0 , x1 , . . . of pseudorandom
numbers obtained from (1), (2), and (3), and we consider only the case of
the maximum possible period per(xn) 5 T :5 pkm 2 1, or equivalently
per(zn) 5 T. To study the distribution and statistical independence proper-
ties of these pseudorandom numbers, it is customary to consider, for a
given dimension s $ 1, the points
xn 5 (xn , xn11 , . . . , xn1s21) [ [0, 1)s for n 5 0, 1, . . . . (7)
For s # k it was proved in [9, Corollary 3] that the points x0 , x1 , . . . , xT21
in the full period show an almost perfect equidistribution. For s . k the
distribution of these points can be described in terms of a figure of merit
that was introduced in [9, Section 3].
To define this figure of merit, we first have to recall the following notion.
For a two-parameter system C 5 hc(i)j [ U : 1 # i # s, 1 # j # mj of vectors
in a finite-dimensional vector space U, let %(C) be the largest integer d
such that any subsystem hc(i)j : 1 # j # di , 1 # i # sj with 0 # di # m for
1 # i # s and osi51 di 5 d is linearly independent in U (here the empty
system is viewed as linearly independent). Now recall from Section 1 that
in the case per(xn) 5 T we can characterize the parameters for generating
x0 , x1 , . . . by a primitive element s of Fq with q 5 pkm and an m-tuple
B 5 (b1 , . . . , bm) [ B( p, k, m, s). For s . k we set up the system
C (s)(B, s) 5 hs i21bj [ Fq : 1 # i # s, 1 # j # mj,
which is viewed as a two-parameter system of vectors in the vector space
Fq over Fp . Then we define the figure of merit
r (s)(B, s) 5 min(%(C (s)(B, s)), m). (8)
To get good distribution properties of the points in (7), the figure of merit
should be as large as possible. The following existence theorem for large
figures of merit improves on [9, Theorem 6].
THEOREM 1. Let p . 2, m $ 2, and k , s # km. Then for every primitive
element s of Fq with q 5 pkm there exists a B [ B( p, k, m, s) with
r (s)(B, s) $ min Skm 2 logp p 2 1p 2 2 2 (s 2 1) logp(m 1 1), mD ,
where u is the greatest integer #u and logp denotes the logarithm to the
base p.
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Proof. We fix p, k, m, s, and s and use the abbreviation B :5 B( p, k,
m, s). In view of (8), it suffices to show that there exists a B [ B with
%(C (s)(B, s)) $ km 2 logp p 2 1p 2 2 2 (s 2 1) logp(m 1 1) 5: d. (9)
If d # 0, then (9) holds trivially. For d $ 1 let L(d) be the number of m-
tuples (b1 , . . . , bm) [ Fmq such that the system hs i21bj [ Fq : 1 # j # di ,
1 # i # sj is linearly dependent over Fp for some (d1 , . . . , ds) [ Zs with
0 # di # m for 1 # i # s and o
s
i51 di 5 d. Fix an s-tuple (d1 , . . . , ds) [
Zs with 0 # di # m for 1 # i # s and o
s
i51 di 5 d and let K(d1 , . . . , ds)
be the number of (b1 , . . . , bm) [ Fmq such that the system hs i21bj [ Fq :





hijs i21bj 5 0
be a linear dependence relation with fixed hij [ Fp not all zero and
hij 5 0 for j . di . With hj 5 o
s
i51 hijs i21 for 1 # j # m it can be written as
Om
j51
hjbj 5 0. (10)
Since s # km, the powers s i21, 1 # i # s, are linearly independent over
Fp , and so hj ? 0 for at least one j with 1 # j # m. Thus, the number of
(b1 , . . . , bm) [ Fmq satisfying (10) is qm21. Since the number of choices
for the hij is pd 2 1, we get
K(d1 , . . . , ds) # ( pd 2 1)qm21.
The number of (d1 , . . . , ds) [ Zs with 0 # di # m for 1 # i # s and
osi51 di 5 d is at most (m 1 1)s21; hence
L(d) , (m 1 1)s21pdqm21.





where we used Lemma 2 in the second inequality. Consequently, there
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exists a B 5 (b1 , . . . , bm) [ B that is not counted by L(d), and for this
B we have %(C(s)(B, s)) $ d. n




2 (s 2 1) logp(m 1 1) $ m,
then we can achieve r (s)(B, s) 5 m, which is the maximum possible value
of r (s)(B, s). Note that this cannot be guaranteed via the previous existence
result in [9, Theorem 6].
For a given dimension s $ 1 and for 1 # N # T let D*(s)N be the star
discrepancy of the points x0 , x1 , . . . , xN21 from (7), i.e.,
D*(s)N 5 sup
J
UA(J)N 2 Vol(J)U ,
where the supremum is extended over all subintervals J of [0, 1)s of the
form Psi51 [0, ui) and where A(J) is the number of integers n with
0 # n # N 2 1 and xn [ J. The star discrepancy forms the basis of the
serial test for pseudorandom numbers as described in [7, Chapter 7]. Bounds
for D*(s)N and results on the average order of magnitude of D*
(s)
N were shown
in [9, Section 4]. We now improve on these results by using Lemma 2 and
recent work of Hellekalek [1].
First we need further notation. Put C( p) 5 (2p/2, p/2] > Z. For
(h1 , . . . , hm) [ C( p)m with (h1 , . . . , hm) ? 0 let d(h1 , . . . , hm) be the
largest d with hd ? 0. Then set




with d 5 d(h1 , . . . , hm). For (h1 , . . . , hm) 5 0 put
Qp(h1 , . . . , hm) 5 1.
Let C( p)s3m be the set of all s 3 m matrices with entries in C( p). For




Qp(hi1 , . . . , him).
Note that this definition differs from that in [9, Section 4].
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As we have pointed out before, in the case per(xn) 5 T 5 pkm 2 1 we
can characterize the parameters for generating x0 , x1 , . . . by a primitive
element s of Fq with q 5 pkm and an m-tuple B 5 (b1 , . . . , bm) [
B( p, k, m, s). For dimensions s . k we then define
R (s)(B, s) 5 O
H[Z(B)
Wp(H), (11)





hijs i21bj 5 0. (12)
Again, this definition differs from that in [9, Section 4]. In fact, the quantity
R (s)(B, s) is always at most as large as the corresponding quantity in [9,
Section 4]. Thus, the following lemma provides an improvement on [9,
Theorem 8].




1 S1 1 1TD S1 2 S1 2 1pmDsD1 S1 1 1TD R (s)(B, s).
Proof. Proceed as in the proof of [9, Theorem 8], but instead of [7,
Theorem 3.12] use [1, Theorem 1(ii) and Lemma 3(iii)]. n
THEOREM 2. Let p . 2, m $ 2, and k , s # km, and let s be a primitive
element of Fq with q 5 pkm. Then with B 5 B( p, k, m, s) the mean value
R :5
1
uBu OB[B R (s)(B, s)




p2km S2f m log p 1 25 m 1 1Ds.
Proof. By (11) we have
R 5
1
uBu OB[B OH[Z(B) Wp(H) 5 1uBu OH?0 Wp(H) OB[B
H[Z(B)
1,
where the outer sum in the last expression is over all nonzero H [ C( p)s3m.
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To bound the inner sum for a fixed nonzero H 5 (hij) [ C( p)s3m, we put
hj 5 o
s




Since s # km, the powers s i21, 1 # i # s, are linearly independent over




























Qp(h1 , . . . , hm)Ds.
We split up the latter sum according to the value of d(h1 , . . . , hm). For
1 # d # m, there are pd21 elements (h1 , . . . , hm) of C( p)m with
d(h1 , . . . , hm) 5 d and a fixed nonzero value of hd . Then by the definition













p Oh[C*( p) csc fuhup ,

















Wp(H) , S2f m log p 1 25 m 1 1Ds. (14)
In view of (13) this yields the desired result. n
COROLLARY 2. Let p . 2, m $ 2, and k , s # km, and let s be a
primitive element of Fq with q 5 pkm. Then for the corresponding sequences
with per(xn) 5 T 5 pkm 21 we have on the average
D*(s)T 5 O( p2m 1 p2km(m log p)s)
with an implied constant depending only on s, where the average is taken
over all B [ B( p, k, m, s).
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3 and Theorem 2. n
Corollary 2 provides an improvement on [9, Corollary 4]. We now con-
sider the star discrepancy D*(s)N for 1 # N , T, i.e., for parts of the period.
It is convenient to define
R (s)(B, s) 5 0 for 1 # s # k.
This definition is formally consistent with (11) since the sum in (11) is
empty for 1 # s # k.
LEMMA 4. Let p . 2 and per(xn) 5 T 5 pkm 2 1. Then for s $ 1 and
1 # N , T we have
D*(s)N , 1 2 S1 2 1pmDs 1 R (s)(B, s)
1 Spkm/2N S 4f 2 log T 1 0.41 1 0.61T D1 1TD S2f m log p 1 25 m 1 1Ds.
Proof. Proceed as in the proof of [9, Theorem 10], but instead of [7,
Theorem 3.12] use [1, Theorem 1(ii) and Lemma 3(iii)] and instead of [7,
Lemma 3.13] use (14). n
COROLLARY 3. Let p . 2, m $ 2, and k , s # km, and let s be a
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primitive element of Fq with q 5 pkm. Then for the corresponding sequences
with per(xn) 5 T 5 pkm 2 1 we have on the average
D*(s)N 5 O( p2m 1 N 21pkm/2(log T)(m log p)s)
for 1 # N , T with an implied constant depending only on s, where the
average is taken over all B [ B( p, k, m, s).
Proof. This follows from Theorem 2 and Lemma 4. n
Corollary 3 improves on [9, Corollary 6]. In connection with Corollaries
2 and 3, note that always D*(s)N $ p2m for 1 # N # T according to [9, Eq. (22)].
3. RESULTS FOR PSEUDORANDOM VECTORS
In this section we consider the sequences u0 , u1 , . . . of pseudorandom
vectors obtained from (1) and (4). We again restrict the attention to the
case of the maximum possible period per(un) 5 T :5 pkm 2 1, or equivalently
per(zn) 5 T. In analogy with (7) we study, for a given integer s $ 1, the points
vn 5 (un , un11 , . . . , un1s21) [ [0, 1)ms for n 5 0, 1, . . . . (15)
For s # k it was proved in [10, Theorem 3] that the points v0 , v1 , . . . ,
vT21 in the full period show an almost perfect equidistribution. For s . k
these points display a nontrivial lattice structure. In fact, according to [10,
Theorem 2] we have
h0, v0 , v1 , . . . , vT21j 5 L > [0, 1)ms
with an explicitly given ms-dimensional lattice L.
For s . k there is a figure of merit associated with the points in (15) by
[10, Definition 3]. As in Section 2 we write C( p) 5 (2p/2, p/2] > Z. For
any dimension d $ 1 we put C*d ( p) 5 C( p)




max(1, uhiu) for h 5 (h1 , . . . , hd) [ Zd.
Next we recall that in the case per(un) 5 T we can characterize the parame-
ters for generating u0 , u1 , . . . by a primitive element s of Fq with q 5 pkm
and an m-tuple B 5 (b1 , . . . , bm) [ B( p, k, m, s). We write
h [ C*ms( p) in the form h 5 (h1 , h2 , . . . , hs), where hi [ C( p)m for
1 # i # s and not all hi 5 0. Furthermore, let
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hi 5 (hi1 , . . . , him) for 1 # i # s,
where all hij [ C( p). We write Z (s)(B, s) for the set of all h 5 (h1 ,





hijs i21bj 5 0.
Then we define the figure of merit
%(s)(B, s) 5 min
h[Z(s)(B,s)
r(2h).
According to the results in [10, Section 5], a larger figure of merit indicates
a more uniform distribution of the points in (15). The following existence
theorem for large figures of merit improves on [10, Theorem 10].
THEOREM 3. Let p . 2, m $ 2, and k , s # km. Then there exists an
effective constant d(m, s) . 0 depending only on m and s such that the
following holds: if (( p 2 2)/( p 2 1)) pkm $ d(m, s), then for every primitive





( p 2 2) pkm
b( p 2 1)
,
where b . 0 is an effective absolute constant.
Proof. We fix p, k, m, s, and s and use the abbreviation B :5
B( p, k, m, s). For real t . 2 let Q(t) be the number of B [ B with
r(s)(B, s) # t, i.e., such that there exists an h [ Z (s)(B, s) with
r(2h) # t. As in the proof of Theorem 2 we see that for a fixed h [ C*ms( p)
the number of B [ B with h [ Z (s)(B, s) is at most qm21. It follows that
Q(t) # Gms(t)qm21, (16)
where Gms(t) is the number of nonzero h [ Zms with r(2h) # t. Moreover, by




t Slog t2Dms21 for t $ 2e4 (17)
with an effective absolute constant b . 0. Since limuRyu/(log u)ms21 5 y,
there exists an effective constant c(m, s) . 0 such that
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u
(log u)ms21
$ e4 for all u $ c(m, s). (18)





Now assume that (( p 2 2)/( p 2 1)) pkm $ d(m, s). Then a $ c(m, s); thus




t0 Slog t02Dms21 5 ab(log a)ms21 Slog a(log a)ms21Dms21
, ab 5
( p 2 2) pkm
p 2 1
,
where we used that a $ c(m, s) . e by (18). From (16) we obtain
Q(t0) ,
( p 2 2)q
p 2 1
qm21 , uBu,
where we applied Lemma 2 in the second inequality. We conclude that there
exists a B [ B not counted by Q(t0), and so for this B we have
%(s)(B, s) . t0 . n
Note that by [10, Theorem 7] we always have %(s)(B, s) # 2pkm. Thus, the
figure of merit %(s)(B, s) given by Theorem 3 above has the best possible
order of magnitude, up to logarithmic factors.
For the following we again use the notation C( p) and C*d ( p) from above.
For h [ C( p) we put
r(h, p) 5Hp sin fuhu/p if h ? 0,
1 if h 5 0.
For h 5 (h1 , . . . , hd) [ C*p ( p) we define




As in [10, Eq. (9)], but with a different notation (the symbol R (s)(B, s) has
already been used in (11) of the present paper), we define
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where the subset Z (s)(B, s) of C*ms( p) is as above. The following result im-
proves on [10, Theorem 6].
THEOREM 4. Let p . 2, m $ 2, and k , s # km, and let s be a primitive
element of Fq with q 5 pkm. Then with B 5 B( p, k, m, s) the mean value
P :5
1
uBu OB[B P (s)(B, s)




p2km S2f log p 1 75Dms.
Proof. By (19) we have
P 5
1










As in the proof of Theorem 2 we see that for a fixed h [ C*ms( p) the inner
















The proof is completed by using the bound for the last sum given in [5,
Lemma 2.3]. n
The distribution and statistical independence properties of pseudorandom
vectors are measured by the notion of discrete discrepancy. For a given inte-
ger s $ 1 let v0 , v1 , . . . be the points in (15). For 1 # N # T 5 pkm 2 1 the
discrete discrepancy E (s)N, p is defined by
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E (s)N, p 5 max
J
UA(J)N 2 Vol(J)U ,
where the maximum is taken over all subintervals of [0, 1)ms of the form J 5
Pmsi51[ai/p, bi/p) with integers 0 # ai , bi # p for 1 # i # ms and where A(J)
is the number of integers n with 0 # n # N 2 1 and xn [ J. The following
result improves on [10, Corollaries 1 and 2].
COROLLARY 4. Let p . 2, m $ 2, and k , s # km, and let s be a primitive
element of Fq with q 5 pkm. Then for the corresponding sequences with
per(un) 5 T 5 pkm 2 1 we have on the average
E (s)T, p 5 O( p2km(log p)ms)
and
E (s)N,p 5 O(N21pkm/2(log T)(log p)ms)
for 1 # N , T with implied constants depending only on m and s, where the
average is taken over all B [ B( p, k, m, s).
Proof. This follows by combining Theorem 4 with [10, Theorems 4 and
5]. n
Corollary 4 shows that the points v0 , v1 , . . . in (15) have excellent distribu-
tion properties over the full period, and also for sufficiently long parts of the
period, provided that an m-dimensional s-splitting subspace of Fq/Fp and an
ordered basis B of such a subspace are chosen appropriately.
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